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Designing a Sound Retirement
Income Plan

The primary focus of retirement income planning is to
develop a plan of action that will help maintain the
highest possible standard of living throughout one's
retirement period. A sound retirement income plan
includes a compilation of planning strategies that
maximizes a person’s chances for a secure retirement.

This is accomplished by weaving together the right
mix of products, strategies, and investments with a
goal of efficiently drawing down retirement assets,
coping with retirement risks, and providing as much
cash flow as possible.

A properly designed retirement income plan includes
retirement strategies that address essential planning
criteria with three fundamental components: Income,
Growth, & Liquidity.

Incorporating these criteria into a plan can help

mitigate the important financial risks to one’s
retirement. These risks include longevity, inflation,
excessive withdrawal, health care costs, sequence of
return, and investment market risk.

Financial Planners actively manage the allocation of
clients' retirement savings to these three components
through the now common practice of proper "asset
diversification". Diversification does not guarantee
against a loss, and there is no guarantee that a
diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified
portfolio.

Retirement plans and strategies should be reviewed
and assessed throughout retirement, not just at the
beginning of retirement.

Clients have been engaging Holden & Mickey, Inc.
for these advisory services for years. Let us show you
how we can help design a retirement income plan that
meets your specific lifestyle needs.

About Us:

*Holden & Mickey, Inc.
designs, implements, and
monitors financial plans for
high net worth individuals. Our
firm has been working with
clients in this area since 1930.
Holden & Mickey advisors are
highly credentialed and multi-
generational in their focus on
wealth management.
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How will your money habits change in 2016? What decisions 
or behaviors might help your personal finances, your retirement 
prospects, or your net worth?

Each year presents a “clean slate,” so as one year ebbs into another, it 
is natural to think about what you might do (or do differently) in the 
12 months ahead.

Financially speaking, what New Year’s resolutions might you want to 
make for 2016 – and what can you do to stick by such resolutions as 
2016 unfolds?

Strive to maximize your 2016 retirement plan contributions. The 
2016 limit on IRA contributions is $5,500, $6,500 if you will be 
50 or older at some point in the year. Contribution limits are set at 
$18,000 for 401(k)s, 403(b)s, and most 457 plans; if you will be 50 
or older in 2016, you can make an additional catch-up contribution 
of up to $6,000 to those accounts. 

If you want to retire in 2016, be mindful of the end of “file & 
suspend.” Social Security is closing the door on the file-and-suspend 
claiming strategy that married couples have used to try and optimize 
their Social Security benefits. If you are married and you will you be 
at least 66 years old by April 30, 2016, you and your spouse still have 
a chance to use the strategy. Starting May 1, that chance disappears 
forever for all married couples. (It will still be permitted on an 
individual basis.) 

Similarly, the opportunity to file a restricted application for spousal 
benefits has also gone away. This was another tactic retirees 
employed in pursuit of greater lifetime Social Security income. 

Can you review & reduce your debt? Look at your debts, one by 
one. You may be able to renegotiate the terms of loans and interest 
rates with lenders and credit card firms. See if you can cut down the 
number of debts you have – either attack the one with the highest 
interest rate first or the smallest balance first, then repeat with the 
remaining debts.

Rebalance your portfolio. If you have rebalanced recently, great. 
Many investors go years without rebalancing, which can be 
problematic if you own too much in a declining sector.

See if you can solidify some retirement variables. Accumulating 
assets for retirement is great; doing so with a planned retirement age 
and an estimated retirement budget is even better. The older you get, 
the less hazy those variables start to become. See if you can define 
the “when” of retirement this year – that may make the “how” and 
“how much” clearer as well.

The same applies to college planning. If your child has now reached 
his or her teens, see if you can get a ballpark figure on the cost 
of attending local and out-of-state colleges. Even better, inquire 
about their financial aid packages and any relevant scholarships and 
grants. If you have college savings built up, you can work with those 
numbers and determine how those savings need to grow in the next 
few years.

How do you keep New Year’s resolutions from faltering? Often, 
New Year’s resolutions fail because there is only an end in mind – a 
clear goal, but no concrete steps toward realizing it.

So, if your aim is to save $20,000 toward retirement this year, map 
out the month-by-month contribution to your retirement account(s) 
that will help you do it. Web tools like Level Money and Mint.com 
can help you examine your cash flow week-to-week and month-to-
month – you can use them to keep track of your saving effort as well 
as other aspects of your finances. 

If you wish, you can let a loved one or a close friend in on your New 
Year’s financial resolutions. That loved one or friend may decide 
to adopt them. Even if he or she does not, sharing your resolution 
might increase your commitment to carrying it out. Dominican 
University of California did a study on this very subject and 
found that when people set near-term goals and kept those goals 
private, they achieved them about 35% of the time – but when they 
informed friends about them and sent weekly progress updates, the 
achievement rate surpassed 70%.   

Lastly, you may want to automate more of your financial life. If 
you have not set up monthly money transfers to a retirement or 
investment account, 2016 can be the year this happens.
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Designing a Sound Retirement
Income Plan

The primary focus of retirement income planning is to
develop a plan of action that will help maintain the
highest possible standard of living throughout one's
retirement period. A sound retirement income plan
includes a compilation of planning strategies that
maximizes a person’s chances for a secure retirement.

This is accomplished by weaving together the right
mix of products, strategies, and investments with a
goal of efficiently drawing down retirement assets,
coping with retirement risks, and providing as much
cash flow as possible.

A properly designed retirement income plan includes
retirement strategies that address essential planning
criteria with three fundamental components: Income,
Growth, & Liquidity.

Incorporating these criteria into a plan can help

mitigate the important financial risks to one’s
retirement. These risks include longevity, inflation,
excessive withdrawal, health care costs, sequence of
return, and investment market risk.

Financial Planners actively manage the allocation of
clients' retirement savings to these three components
through the now common practice of proper "asset
diversification". Diversification does not guarantee
against a loss, and there is no guarantee that a
diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified
portfolio.

Retirement plans and strategies should be reviewed
and assessed throughout retirement, not just at the
beginning of retirement.

Clients have been engaging Holden & Mickey, Inc.
for these advisory services for years. Let us show you
how we can help design a retirement income plan that
meets your specific lifestyle needs.

About Us:

*Holden & Mickey, Inc.
designs, implements, and
monitors financial plans for
high net worth individuals. Our
firm has been working with
clients in this area since 1930.
Holden & Mickey advisors are
highly credentialed and multi-
generational in their focus on
wealth management.
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Success Factors for Retirement, Part
1

OK, folks, here's what we're asking you to do.  First,
save as much money as you can while you're working,
despite ongoing expenses. Next, figure out how to
invest the money and, once you've gained critical mass
on your savings, determine if it's going to be enough.
Is it any wonder so many pre-retirees are overwhelmed
by retirement planning?

However, there is good news, as well. Some of the key
success factors that have the power to make or break a
retirement plan can be simple if understood correctly.
While investors don’t need to hit the mark on every
last one of them, handling the majority of them
correctly increases the chances of a successful
retirement plan.

Success Factor 1: A Flexible Retirement Date. For
investors who analyzed the numbers on their
retirement plans and found that their nest egg could
come up short, one option to consider is working
longer. Doing so can be advantageous on a few
different levels. Investors will have more years to save
and fewer years to draw from their portfolios. They
may also be able to defer Social Security, which can be
profitable, especially for people with a longer-than-
average life expectancy. Another option to consider is
a hybrid strategy, shifting into a lower-paid, but more
rewarding and/or less stressful, career. Alternatively,
investors could stay put in their current positions but
spend (rather than bank) additional retirement-plan
contributions. Such a strategy could allow some people
to pay for retirement dreams, such as exotic travel,
while still working. Additional retirement-plan
contributions in your 60s benefit less from tax-
deferred compounding than do contributions made
earlier on. Of course, working longer isn't always a
possibility: Health considerations (for oneself, a
spouse, or a parent) may interfere, or aging employees
may not be able to hang on to their jobs. That's why
working longer can't be the only fallback plan;
investors need to make sure they have other success
factors working in their favor, too.

Success Factor 2: A Well-Considered Social Security
Strategy. Deciding when to file for Social Security is
one of the most consequential financial decisions most
Americans will make about their retirement. The

1980s and 1990s were all about maximizing portfolio
returns. But the specter of twin bear markets in the
2000s, as well as ultra-low interest rates, shone a light
on more mundane matters, including trying to get the
most out of Social Security. Even casual students of
Social Security planning have heard the admonition to
not take Social Security at age 62, when they're first
eligible, as doing so will result in a permanent cut to
benefits. And for people who have longevity on their
side, it may be better to delay benefits for as long as
possible, because benefits increase for every year from
full retirement age until age 70. Keeping those rules of
thumb in mind is a great first step toward getting a
Social Security plan moving in the right direction, but
retirement planners can also take advantage of more
sophisticated strategies, especially if they’re part of a
married couple. More and more financial planners are
focusing on Social Security maximization, and there
are also a number of online tools that can help craft a
prudent Social Security plan.

Success Factor 3: A Large Enough Stock Allocation.
The traditional lifetime glide path calls for
accumulators to hold very high weightings in stocks,
and then gradually peel back equity exposure as the
years go by. But make no mistake: Pre-retirees and
retirees may need plenty of stocks, too. The key reason
is purchasing-power preservation. If inflation runs at
3%, it's hard to see how a portfolio of nominal bonds
and cash yielding 2% to 3% is going to be able to hold
up. Of course, there are other ways to hedge inflation
risk, but stocks are the asset class with the highest
probability of out-earning inflation over time. That
argues for most retirees holding at least half of their
assets in stocks coming into retirement.

Disclosure

These views and articles are
those Morningstar Investment
Services, Inc. and not of the
representatives'
Broker/Dealer,and should not
be construed as investment
advice.

Making and Keeping Financial 
Resolutions

This material was prepared 
by MarketingPro, Inc., 
and does not necessarily 
represent the views of the 
presenting party, nor their 
affiliates and should not be 
construed as investment 
advice.
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Designing a Sound Retirement
Income Plan

The primary focus of retirement income planning is to
develop a plan of action that will help maintain the
highest possible standard of living throughout one's
retirement period. A sound retirement income plan
includes a compilation of planning strategies that
maximizes a person’s chances for a secure retirement.

This is accomplished by weaving together the right
mix of products, strategies, and investments with a
goal of efficiently drawing down retirement assets,
coping with retirement risks, and providing as much
cash flow as possible.

A properly designed retirement income plan includes
retirement strategies that address essential planning
criteria with three fundamental components: Income,
Growth, & Liquidity.

Incorporating these criteria into a plan can help

mitigate the important financial risks to one’s
retirement. These risks include longevity, inflation,
excessive withdrawal, health care costs, sequence of
return, and investment market risk.

Financial Planners actively manage the allocation of
clients' retirement savings to these three components
through the now common practice of proper "asset
diversification". Diversification does not guarantee
against a loss, and there is no guarantee that a
diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified
portfolio.

Retirement plans and strategies should be reviewed
and assessed throughout retirement, not just at the
beginning of retirement.

Clients have been engaging Holden & Mickey, Inc.
for these advisory services for years. Let us show you
how we can help design a retirement income plan that
meets your specific lifestyle needs.

About Us:

*Holden & Mickey, Inc.
designs, implements, and
monitors financial plans for
high net worth individuals. Our
firm has been working with
clients in this area since 1930.
Holden & Mickey advisors are
highly credentialed and multi-
generational in their focus on
wealth management.

Holden Mickey, Inc

336-724-1810
www.holdenmickey.com

About Us:      
    *Holden & Mickey, Inc. designs, implements, and monitors financial plans for high net worth individuals. Our firm has been working with clients in this area since 1930. Holden & Mickey advisors are highly 
credentialed and multi-generational in their focus on wealth management.         
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Designing a Sound Retirement
Income Plan

The primary focus of retirement income planning is to
develop a plan of action that will help maintain the
highest possible standard of living throughout one's
retirement period. A sound retirement income plan
includes a compilation of planning strategies that
maximizes a person’s chances for a secure retirement.

This is accomplished by weaving together the right
mix of products, strategies, and investments with a
goal of efficiently drawing down retirement assets,
coping with retirement risks, and providing as much
cash flow as possible.

A properly designed retirement income plan includes
retirement strategies that address essential planning
criteria with three fundamental components: Income,
Growth, & Liquidity.

Incorporating these criteria into a plan can help

mitigate the important financial risks to one’s
retirement. These risks include longevity, inflation,
excessive withdrawal, health care costs, sequence of
return, and investment market risk.

Financial Planners actively manage the allocation of
clients' retirement savings to these three components
through the now common practice of proper "asset
diversification". Diversification does not guarantee
against a loss, and there is no guarantee that a
diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified
portfolio.

Retirement plans and strategies should be reviewed
and assessed throughout retirement, not just at the
beginning of retirement.

Clients have been engaging Holden & Mickey, Inc.
for these advisory services for years. Let us show you
how we can help design a retirement income plan that
meets your specific lifestyle needs.

About Us:

*Holden & Mickey, Inc.
designs, implements, and
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high net worth individuals. Our
firm has been working with
clients in this area since 1930.
Holden & Mickey advisors are
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generational in their focus on
wealth management.
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In early August, Alesia 
Fulk joined us and will 
be in communication 
with our clients leading 
our marketing and 
scheduling.  Alesia served 
as Office Manager for 
Piedmont Automation 
and holds an Associate’s 
Degree in Business 
Administration from 
Forsyth Tech.  Ask her 
about her son Sterling’s 
athletic career!

Please join us in welcoming two new associates to our 
Holden & Mickey team. 

Quarterly Updates

The information provided is not written or intended as specific tax or legal advice. Holden & Mickey, its employees and 
representatives are not authorized to give tax or legal advice. Individuals are encouraged to seek advice from their own tax or 
legal counsel. Individuals involved in the estate planning process should work with an estate planning team, including their own 
personal legal or tax counsel.

Late in August, Camille 
Phillips joined us and 
will be assisting with new 
business processing and 
client service. Camille 
formerly worked at State 
Farm Insurance and holds 
a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Business Administration 
in Sports Management 
from Western Carolina.  
Ask her about her favorite 
Premier League Soccer 
Team!

We are excited they have joined our firm, and both are off to a great start!



When Bad News Is Good News
A surprising reaction to tapered bond purchases.

Financial markets can be challenging to understand. But when markets enter a “bad news is 
good news” cycle, it becomes even more difficult to follow along.
   
At its November meeting, the Fed outlined its plan to taper monthly bond purchases, which will 
end this pandemic-era policy response by July 2022.1  

Bad news, right? The bond purchases were one of the ways the Fed supported the economy. 
Stopping the program would be like removing the punchbowl just as the party was getting 
going.

Not so fast. This time around, the financial markets said that bad news was good news. Ending 
the program signaled that the Fed had confidence in the economic recovery, and it no longer 
needed to support the financial markets.
  
But just a month ago, the bad news was still bad news. The financial markets hit a rough patch 
in late September after the Fed said it was preparing to reduce its bond-buying program as soon 
as November.2 
   
If you have been investing for any period of time, it should come as no surprise to hear that the 
financial markets changed their mind. So, remember to consult your financial professional to 
help you keep focused on your investing goals while the financial markets sort out what’s good 
news and what’s bad.

Investing involves risks, and investment decisions should be based on your own goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance. The return 
and principal value of investments will fluctuate as market conditions change. When sold, investments may be worth more or less 
than their original cost.

This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views of the presenting party, nor their 
affiliates. This information has been derived from sources believed to be accurate. Please note - investing involves risk, and past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional 
services. If assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage the services of a competent professional. This information should 
not be construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. 
This is neither a solicitation nor recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or service, and should 
not be relied upon as such. All indices are unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular investment.

Citations
1. CNBC.com, November 3, 2021
2. WSJ.com, September 29, 2021
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Success Factors for Retirement, Part
1

OK, folks, here's what we're asking you to do.  First,
save as much money as you can while you're working,
despite ongoing expenses. Next, figure out how to
invest the money and, once you've gained critical mass
on your savings, determine if it's going to be enough.
Is it any wonder so many pre-retirees are overwhelmed
by retirement planning?

However, there is good news, as well. Some of the key
success factors that have the power to make or break a
retirement plan can be simple if understood correctly.
While investors don’t need to hit the mark on every
last one of them, handling the majority of them
correctly increases the chances of a successful
retirement plan.

Success Factor 1: A Flexible Retirement Date. For
investors who analyzed the numbers on their
retirement plans and found that their nest egg could
come up short, one option to consider is working
longer. Doing so can be advantageous on a few
different levels. Investors will have more years to save
and fewer years to draw from their portfolios. They
may also be able to defer Social Security, which can be
profitable, especially for people with a longer-than-
average life expectancy. Another option to consider is
a hybrid strategy, shifting into a lower-paid, but more
rewarding and/or less stressful, career. Alternatively,
investors could stay put in their current positions but
spend (rather than bank) additional retirement-plan
contributions. Such a strategy could allow some people
to pay for retirement dreams, such as exotic travel,
while still working. Additional retirement-plan
contributions in your 60s benefit less from tax-
deferred compounding than do contributions made
earlier on. Of course, working longer isn't always a
possibility: Health considerations (for oneself, a
spouse, or a parent) may interfere, or aging employees
may not be able to hang on to their jobs. That's why
working longer can't be the only fallback plan;
investors need to make sure they have other success
factors working in their favor, too.

Success Factor 2: A Well-Considered Social Security
Strategy. Deciding when to file for Social Security is
one of the most consequential financial decisions most
Americans will make about their retirement. The

1980s and 1990s were all about maximizing portfolio
returns. But the specter of twin bear markets in the
2000s, as well as ultra-low interest rates, shone a light
on more mundane matters, including trying to get the
most out of Social Security. Even casual students of
Social Security planning have heard the admonition to
not take Social Security at age 62, when they're first
eligible, as doing so will result in a permanent cut to
benefits. And for people who have longevity on their
side, it may be better to delay benefits for as long as
possible, because benefits increase for every year from
full retirement age until age 70. Keeping those rules of
thumb in mind is a great first step toward getting a
Social Security plan moving in the right direction, but
retirement planners can also take advantage of more
sophisticated strategies, especially if they’re part of a
married couple. More and more financial planners are
focusing on Social Security maximization, and there
are also a number of online tools that can help craft a
prudent Social Security plan.

Success Factor 3: A Large Enough Stock Allocation.
The traditional lifetime glide path calls for
accumulators to hold very high weightings in stocks,
and then gradually peel back equity exposure as the
years go by. But make no mistake: Pre-retirees and
retirees may need plenty of stocks, too. The key reason
is purchasing-power preservation. If inflation runs at
3%, it's hard to see how a portfolio of nominal bonds
and cash yielding 2% to 3% is going to be able to hold
up. Of course, there are other ways to hedge inflation
risk, but stocks are the asset class with the highest
probability of out-earning inflation over time. That
argues for most retirees holding at least half of their
assets in stocks coming into retirement.

Disclosure

These views and articles are
those Morningstar Investment
Services, Inc. and not of the
representatives'
Broker/Dealer,and should not
be construed as investment
advice.
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Success Factors for Retirement, Part
1

OK, folks, here's what we're asking you to do.  First,
save as much money as you can while you're working,
despite ongoing expenses. Next, figure out how to
invest the money and, once you've gained critical mass
on your savings, determine if it's going to be enough.
Is it any wonder so many pre-retirees are overwhelmed
by retirement planning?

However, there is good news, as well. Some of the key
success factors that have the power to make or break a
retirement plan can be simple if understood correctly.
While investors don’t need to hit the mark on every
last one of them, handling the majority of them
correctly increases the chances of a successful
retirement plan.

Success Factor 1: A Flexible Retirement Date. For
investors who analyzed the numbers on their
retirement plans and found that their nest egg could
come up short, one option to consider is working
longer. Doing so can be advantageous on a few
different levels. Investors will have more years to save
and fewer years to draw from their portfolios. They
may also be able to defer Social Security, which can be
profitable, especially for people with a longer-than-
average life expectancy. Another option to consider is
a hybrid strategy, shifting into a lower-paid, but more
rewarding and/or less stressful, career. Alternatively,
investors could stay put in their current positions but
spend (rather than bank) additional retirement-plan
contributions. Such a strategy could allow some people
to pay for retirement dreams, such as exotic travel,
while still working. Additional retirement-plan
contributions in your 60s benefit less from tax-
deferred compounding than do contributions made
earlier on. Of course, working longer isn't always a
possibility: Health considerations (for oneself, a
spouse, or a parent) may interfere, or aging employees
may not be able to hang on to their jobs. That's why
working longer can't be the only fallback plan;
investors need to make sure they have other success
factors working in their favor, too.

Success Factor 2: A Well-Considered Social Security
Strategy. Deciding when to file for Social Security is
one of the most consequential financial decisions most
Americans will make about their retirement. The

1980s and 1990s were all about maximizing portfolio
returns. But the specter of twin bear markets in the
2000s, as well as ultra-low interest rates, shone a light
on more mundane matters, including trying to get the
most out of Social Security. Even casual students of
Social Security planning have heard the admonition to
not take Social Security at age 62, when they're first
eligible, as doing so will result in a permanent cut to
benefits. And for people who have longevity on their
side, it may be better to delay benefits for as long as
possible, because benefits increase for every year from
full retirement age until age 70. Keeping those rules of
thumb in mind is a great first step toward getting a
Social Security plan moving in the right direction, but
retirement planners can also take advantage of more
sophisticated strategies, especially if they’re part of a
married couple. More and more financial planners are
focusing on Social Security maximization, and there
are also a number of online tools that can help craft a
prudent Social Security plan.

Success Factor 3: A Large Enough Stock Allocation.
The traditional lifetime glide path calls for
accumulators to hold very high weightings in stocks,
and then gradually peel back equity exposure as the
years go by. But make no mistake: Pre-retirees and
retirees may need plenty of stocks, too. The key reason
is purchasing-power preservation. If inflation runs at
3%, it's hard to see how a portfolio of nominal bonds
and cash yielding 2% to 3% is going to be able to hold
up. Of course, there are other ways to hedge inflation
risk, but stocks are the asset class with the highest
probability of out-earning inflation over time. That
argues for most retirees holding at least half of their
assets in stocks coming into retirement.
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Once you reach age 72, you must begin taking required minimum distributions from a Traditional Individual Retirement Account 
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Preparing for retirement just got a little 
more financial wiggle room. This week, the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) announced 
new contribution limits for 2022.

Staying put for 2022 are traditional Individual 
Retirement Accounts (IRAs), with the 
limit remaining at $6,000. The catch-up 
contribution for traditional IRAs remains 
$1,000 as well.1

For workplace retirement accounts (i.e. 
401(k), 403(b), amongst others), the 
contribution limit rises $1,000 to $20,500. 
Catch-up contributions remain at $6,500.1

Eligibility for Roth IRA contributions has 
increased, as well. These have bumped up 

to $129,000 to $144,000 for single filers 
and heads of households, and $204,000 to 
$214,000 for those filing jointly as married 
couples.1

Another increase was for SIMPLE IRA 
Plans (SIMPLE is an acronym for Savings 
Incentive Match Plan for Employees), which 
increases from $13,500 to $14,000.1

If these increases apply to 
your retirement strategy, 
a financial professional 
may be able to help 
make some adjustments 
to your contributions. 
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Success Factors for Retirement, Part
1

OK, folks, here's what we're asking you to do.  First,
save as much money as you can while you're working,
despite ongoing expenses. Next, figure out how to
invest the money and, once you've gained critical mass
on your savings, determine if it's going to be enough.
Is it any wonder so many pre-retirees are overwhelmed
by retirement planning?

However, there is good news, as well. Some of the key
success factors that have the power to make or break a
retirement plan can be simple if understood correctly.
While investors don’t need to hit the mark on every
last one of them, handling the majority of them
correctly increases the chances of a successful
retirement plan.

Success Factor 1: A Flexible Retirement Date. For
investors who analyzed the numbers on their
retirement plans and found that their nest egg could
come up short, one option to consider is working
longer. Doing so can be advantageous on a few
different levels. Investors will have more years to save
and fewer years to draw from their portfolios. They
may also be able to defer Social Security, which can be
profitable, especially for people with a longer-than-
average life expectancy. Another option to consider is
a hybrid strategy, shifting into a lower-paid, but more
rewarding and/or less stressful, career. Alternatively,
investors could stay put in their current positions but
spend (rather than bank) additional retirement-plan
contributions. Such a strategy could allow some people
to pay for retirement dreams, such as exotic travel,
while still working. Additional retirement-plan
contributions in your 60s benefit less from tax-
deferred compounding than do contributions made
earlier on. Of course, working longer isn't always a
possibility: Health considerations (for oneself, a
spouse, or a parent) may interfere, or aging employees
may not be able to hang on to their jobs. That's why
working longer can't be the only fallback plan;
investors need to make sure they have other success
factors working in their favor, too.

Success Factor 2: A Well-Considered Social Security
Strategy. Deciding when to file for Social Security is
one of the most consequential financial decisions most
Americans will make about their retirement. The

1980s and 1990s were all about maximizing portfolio
returns. But the specter of twin bear markets in the
2000s, as well as ultra-low interest rates, shone a light
on more mundane matters, including trying to get the
most out of Social Security. Even casual students of
Social Security planning have heard the admonition to
not take Social Security at age 62, when they're first
eligible, as doing so will result in a permanent cut to
benefits. And for people who have longevity on their
side, it may be better to delay benefits for as long as
possible, because benefits increase for every year from
full retirement age until age 70. Keeping those rules of
thumb in mind is a great first step toward getting a
Social Security plan moving in the right direction, but
retirement planners can also take advantage of more
sophisticated strategies, especially if they’re part of a
married couple. More and more financial planners are
focusing on Social Security maximization, and there
are also a number of online tools that can help craft a
prudent Social Security plan.

Success Factor 3: A Large Enough Stock Allocation.
The traditional lifetime glide path calls for
accumulators to hold very high weightings in stocks,
and then gradually peel back equity exposure as the
years go by. But make no mistake: Pre-retirees and
retirees may need plenty of stocks, too. The key reason
is purchasing-power preservation. If inflation runs at
3%, it's hard to see how a portfolio of nominal bonds
and cash yielding 2% to 3% is going to be able to hold
up. Of course, there are other ways to hedge inflation
risk, but stocks are the asset class with the highest
probability of out-earning inflation over time. That
argues for most retirees holding at least half of their
assets in stocks coming into retirement.
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2022 Contribution Limits
Is it time to contribute more?
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Home Prices on the Rise Amid Low
Inventory Levels and High Demand

The latest report from CoreLogic showed that home
prices continued to rise at a much faster pace than
previously expected, growing 2.0% in March. On a
year-over-year basis, the growth stood at 5.9%, the
fastest pace since last July. CoreLogic predicts that
prices will rise 0.8% in April, and that the year-over-
year growth will tick down to 5.4%.

Unusually low inventory levels and a coinciding
increase in demand are driving the prices of existing
homes higher. Faster-growing prices are both good
and bad news. The bad news is that the higher pace of
home price increases may put a dent in the
affordability of existing homes, which is something
that has the potential of slowing down the housing
recovery. The good news is that it is reassuring to see
many new buyers who feel financially secure and
confident enough to buy a home, even at higher prices.
Faster price growth also helps existing homeowners to
emerge from their underwater mortgages. According

to CoreLogic, current home prices are still 11% below
their April 2006 peak. More important, as faster-
growing prices hurt the affordability of existing homes,
the demand might shift toward new homes. The gap
between existing-home prices and new home prices
had grown unusually wide and declines in that gap
could bolster the construction sector. That, in turn,
could provide a direct boost to the GDP and
employment. CoreLogic predicts that the price growth
of existing homes may moderate later this year and
that the prices may increase by about 5.1% from
March 2015 to March 2016.

This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.

Commentary

Past performance does
notguarantee future
results.Consult your
financialprofessional before
making anyinvestment
decision.

P.S. Please feel free to forward
this commentary to family,
friends, or colleagues.
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Home Prices on the Rise Amid Low
Inventory Levels and High Demand

The latest report from CoreLogic showed that home
prices continued to rise at a much faster pace than
previously expected, growing 2.0% in March. On a
year-over-year basis, the growth stood at 5.9%, the
fastest pace since last July. CoreLogic predicts that
prices will rise 0.8% in April, and that the year-over-
year growth will tick down to 5.4%.

Unusually low inventory levels and a coinciding
increase in demand are driving the prices of existing
homes higher. Faster-growing prices are both good
and bad news. The bad news is that the higher pace of
home price increases may put a dent in the
affordability of existing homes, which is something
that has the potential of slowing down the housing
recovery. The good news is that it is reassuring to see
many new buyers who feel financially secure and
confident enough to buy a home, even at higher prices.
Faster price growth also helps existing homeowners to
emerge from their underwater mortgages. According

to CoreLogic, current home prices are still 11% below
their April 2006 peak. More important, as faster-
growing prices hurt the affordability of existing homes,
the demand might shift toward new homes. The gap
between existing-home prices and new home prices
had grown unusually wide and declines in that gap
could bolster the construction sector. That, in turn,
could provide a direct boost to the GDP and
employment. CoreLogic predicts that the price growth
of existing homes may moderate later this year and
that the prices may increase by about 5.1% from
March 2015 to March 2016.

This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.
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decision.

P.S. Please feel free to forward
this commentary to family,
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Many people plan their estates diligently, with input from legal, tax, and 
financial professionals. Others plan earnestly, but make mistakes that can 
potentially affect both the transfer and destiny of family wealth. Here are 
some common and not-so-common errors to avoid.

Doing it all yourself. While you could write your own will or create a will 
or trust from a template, it can be risky to do so. Sometimes simplicity 
has a price. Look at the example of Warren Burger. The former Chief 
Justice of the United States wrote his own will, and it was just 176 words 
long. It proved flawed – after he died in 1995, his heirs wound up paying 
over $450,000 in estate taxes and other fees, costs that likely could 
have been avoided with a lengthier and less informal will containing 
appropriate language.1

Failing to update your will or trust after a life event. Relatively few estate 
plans are reviewed over time. Any life event should prompt you to review 
your will, trust, or other estate planning documents. So should a life event 
affecting one of your beneficiaries.

Appointing a co-trustee. Trust administration is not for everyone. Some 
people lack the interest, the time, or the understanding it requires, and 
others balk at the responsibility and potential liability involved. A co-
trustee also introduces the potential for conflict.

Being too vague with your heirs about your estate plan. While you may 
not want to explicitly reveal who will get what prior to your passing, your 
heirs should have an understanding of the purpose and intentions at 
the heart of your estate planning. If you want to distribute more of your 
wealth to one child than another, write a letter to be presented after your 
death that explains your reasoning. Make a list of which heirs will receive 
particular collectibles or heirlooms. If your family has some issues, this 
may go a long way toward reducing squabbles and the possibility of legal 
costs eating up some of this or that heir’s inheritance.

Failing to consider what will happen if you & your partner are unmarried. 
The “marriage penalty” affecting joint filers aside, married couples receive 
distinct federal tax breaks in this country – estate tax breaks among 
them. This year, the lifetime gift and estate tax exclusion amount is $5.45 
million for an individual, but $10.9 million for a married couple.

If you live together and you are not married, it is worth considering how 
your unmarried status might affect your estate planning with regard to 
federal and state taxes. As Forbes mentioned last year, federal and state 
taxes claimed more than more than $15 million of the $35 million estate 
of Oscar-winning actor Phillip Seymour Hoffman. He left 100% of his 
estate to his longtime partner, and since they had never married, she 
could not qualify for the marriage exemption on inherited assets. While 
the individual lifetime gift and estate tax exclusion protected a relatively 
small portion of Hoffman’s estate from death taxes, the much larger 
remainder was taxed at rates of up to 40% rather than being passed tax-
free. Hoffman also lived in New York, a state which levies a 16% estate 
tax for non-spouses once estates exceed $1 million.

Leaving a trust unfunded (or underfunded). Through a simple, one-
sentence title change, a married couple can fund a revocable trust 
with their primary residence. As an example, if a couple retitles their 
home from “Heather and Michael Smith, Joint Tenants with Rights of 
Survivorship” to “Heather and Michael Smith, Trustees of the Smith 
Revocable Trust dated (month)(day), (year)”. They are free to retitle 
myriad other assets in the trust’s name.

Ignoring a caregiver with ulterior motives. Very few people consider this 
possibility when creating a will or trust, but it does happen. A caregiver 
harboring a hidden agenda may exploit a loved one to the point where 
he or she revises estate planning documents for the caregiver’s financial 
benefit.

The best estate plans are clear in their language, clear in their intentions, 
and updated as life events demand. They are overseen through the 
years with care and scrutiny, reflecting the magnitude of the transfer of 
significant wealth.

Disclosure



Will You Avoid These Estate 
Planning Mistakes?
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Home Prices on the Rise Amid Low
Inventory Levels and High Demand

The latest report from CoreLogic showed that home
prices continued to rise at a much faster pace than
previously expected, growing 2.0% in March. On a
year-over-year basis, the growth stood at 5.9%, the
fastest pace since last July. CoreLogic predicts that
prices will rise 0.8% in April, and that the year-over-
year growth will tick down to 5.4%.

Unusually low inventory levels and a coinciding
increase in demand are driving the prices of existing
homes higher. Faster-growing prices are both good
and bad news. The bad news is that the higher pace of
home price increases may put a dent in the
affordability of existing homes, which is something
that has the potential of slowing down the housing
recovery. The good news is that it is reassuring to see
many new buyers who feel financially secure and
confident enough to buy a home, even at higher prices.
Faster price growth also helps existing homeowners to
emerge from their underwater mortgages. According

to CoreLogic, current home prices are still 11% below
their April 2006 peak. More important, as faster-
growing prices hurt the affordability of existing homes,
the demand might shift toward new homes. The gap
between existing-home prices and new home prices
had grown unusually wide and declines in that gap
could bolster the construction sector. That, in turn,
could provide a direct boost to the GDP and
employment. CoreLogic predicts that the price growth
of existing homes may moderate later this year and
that the prices may increase by about 5.1% from
March 2015 to March 2016.

This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.
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